I can create or find an activity

Create or find an activity

Align to targets

Attach resources

Organize an action plan

Choose sharing settings

Assign

I can navigate district curriculum and identify student needs.

Pick a content area

View rubrics

Overlay student data

Keyword Search

View student scores and evidences

Filter by developmental level

Teaching on shapes?

Type "shapes" into the keyword search box to only see standards that have reference to shapes.

View all of the standards in any content area from the Target Browser.

The icons show how many students are currently on each target.

Overlay student data on the standards.

Clicking the information icon brings up more detail about any standard including scoring guides and resources.

Drill into the student icons to see progress and evidence for each of your students on this target.

Check or uncheck colors to filter by developmental level.

I can create or find an activity.

Create or find an activity

Assign or find an activity

Assign

Assign resources

Attach resources

Allign to targets

Choose sharing settings

Organize an action plan

Keep your activity private or share it with other teachers and even parents and students.

Find and attach resources from YouTube, Google, Wikipedia, and other sites without leaving Empower.